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An event of the form (wx u ..- u w~)*, each wi being a word, is called a code event 
by R. McNaughton and S. Papert. In this paper, first, conditions are obtained for a code 
event to be noncounting, locally testable, and strictly locally testable, respectively. 
Next it is shown that a homomorphism f: ZI* --~ ~'~* preserves strict local testability 
ifff is injective and the code event f(Zl* ) is strictly locally testable. Similar results are 
obtained for locally testable vents and noncounting events. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An event of the form (w 1 u "" ~3 wn)* , each wi being a word, is called a code event 
by McNaughton and Papert [1]. They presented conditions for a code event w* to be 
locally testable and noncounting, respectively, "in the spirit of giving examples." They 
also introduced the notion of local parsability and presented some results on code 
events. And they raised the following questions. Let R be a code event. Q1. Under 
what conditions is R noncounting ? Q2. Under what conditions is R locally testable ? 
Q3. I f  R is unambiguous and locally testable, then is it locally parsable ? 
In this paper we first give answers to these questions, which include an affirmative 
answer to Q3, and then develop some properties of homomorphisms. Precisely, in 
Section 3 conditions for a code event to be noncounting and locally testable, 
respectively, are obtained, by utilizing the theorems on syntactic semigroups due to 
Schiitzenberger [3] and McNaughton and Zalcstein [2], respectively. It is also shown 
that a code event is strictly locally testable iff it is locally parsable. In Section 4, it is 
shown that a homomorphism f :  ZI*--~ 272* preserves trict local testability i f f f  is 
injective and the code event f (Z l*  ) is strictly locally testable, by utilizing the result in 
Section 3. Similar results are obtained for locally testable events and noncounting 
events. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with regular expressions, regular events, and 
finite automata [4]. In this section we present notation and basic definitions after [1]. 
Let 27 be a finite nonempty alphabet; 27", the set of all words over Z; A, the null word; 
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Z +, the set of all nonnull words over Z; and Z, the empty event. For w ~ Z*, let ] w [ 
denote the length of w and #Q the cardinality of the set Q. Let A = (E, Q, 3, S, F )  
denote a (finite) automaton over an input alphabet 27, where Q is the set of states, 
is the transition function 3: Q • Z'--* Q, s aQ is the initial state, andF _C Q is the set of 
final states. Regular expressions use the operators union (u), intersection (~), com- 
plement (--), concatenation ('), and star (*). For R1, R 2 _C 27", R t -- Rz denotes the 
set difference. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An event R C 27* is noncounting iff R is regular and there exists 
an integer k ~ 0 such that for all x, y, z ~ 27", xy~z ~ R iff xy~+lz E R. Let NC denote 
the class of noncounting events. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let k be a positive integer. For w ~ X + of length ~>k, let Le(w), 
Rn(w), Ik(w ) be the prefix of w of length k, the suffix of w of length k, and the set of 
interior solid subwords of length k, respectively. I f  ] w t ~ k or k -}- I, then In(w) ~ ~g. 
Let Tk(w ) be the k-test vector of w, (Le(w), Ik(w), Rk(w)}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An event R _C 27* is strictly k-testable iff there exist a, fl, y _C Z 'n 
such that for all w E 27* of length/>k, w E R iffLe(w ) E o~, In(w ) CC fl, and Rn(w ) ~ y. An 
event is strictly locally testable iff it is strictly k-testable for some k >/ 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. An event R __C_ 27* is k-testable iff for all w, w' ~ 27* of length ~k,  
if Tk(w) -= Tk(w'), then w E R iff w' ~ R. An event is locally testable iff it is k-testable 
for some k ~/ 1. 
One can easily see that the following definition is equivalent to the above original 
one in [1]. For R CZ*, let Le(R)~-{Le(w)l  [ w [~ k and w~R},  Re(R)-~ 
{Re(w) [ ] w [ ~ k and w E R}, Ie(R) = (x I x E Ik(w) for some w ~ R of length ~k}, 
Te( R) ~- {Te(w) I [ w [ >/k  and w E R}, and Vn( R) = { (x, fi, y )  [ x @ Ln( R), fi C In(R) 
and y ~ Re(R)}. An event R __C_ 27* is k-testable iff for all w ~ 27* of length />k, w 6 R 
iff Tn(w) ~ T~(R). An event R _C 27" is strictly k-testable iff for all w ~ 27* of length/>k 
w E R iff Tk(w) e Vk(R). 
Note that if R C 2:* is strictly k-testable, then it is k-testable and Tn(R ) = 
Vn(R ) ~ Tk(.F,*). Let LT  (respectively, SLT) be the class of locally testable events 
(respectively, strictly locally testable vents). 
SLT is not closed under the Boolean operations. The closure of SLT under the 
Boolean operations i LT.  LT  is not closed under concatenation, and the closure of LT  
under the Boolean operations and concatenation is NC [1]. 
In this paper we assume that whenever a code event R is denoted by a regular 
expression (wltd " '  tJ w~)*, the expression (w lu  "" t3 w~)* is reduced in the 
following sense. For each i (1 ~ i ~ n), wi ~ ((wl t3 ... u wn) -- w~)*. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. A code event R = (w 1 u " .  u wn)* is unambiguous iff for all 
w ~R if w --= wiwi2 ... w% = wjwj~ ... w j , ,  then s = t and for each u (1 ~ u ~ s), 
i~ = j~; viz., every word in R can be parsed in only one way. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. (01 W 10)* is unambiguous and (00 U 000)* is ambiguous. 
3. A CLASSIFICATION OF CODE EVENTS 
McNaughton and Papert introduced the notion of local parsability for unambiguous 
code events [1]. We extend the notion to ambiguous code events, by simply removing 
the restriction of unambiguity. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let k be a positive integer. For w~L'*,  let P~(w) (Sk(w)) be 
Lk(w) (R~(w)) in case I w t >/k ,  or w, in case [ w [ -< k. A code event R is k-parsable iff 
for all w ~ R and x, y 9 27* such that w ---- xy, one can tell whether x, y 9 R or not, 
by knowing only S~(x) and P~(y).  A code event is locally parsable iff it is k-parsable for 
some k >/ 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  a code event R is not k-parsable, then there exist u, v, u , ,  u 2 9 Z ~ 
such that ] v ] -=k  and either vu 1 ,uvu  2  9  R but vu 2 ~ R, or else ulv , u2vu 9 R but 
u2v r R.  
Proof. Assume R is not k-parable. Then there exist w 9 R and x, y 9 2~* such that 
w -- xy and one cannot tell whether x, y 9 R or not by knowing S~(x) and Px(Y).  
Assume one cannot ~e]l whether y 9 R or not. (In ease one cannot tell whether x 9 R 
or not, the argument is symmetric). Then I Y [ >/h.  Furthermore, there exist w' 9 R 
and x', y '  e X* such that w' = x~' ,  Pk(Y' )  = Pk(Y)  and either y 9 R but y '  6 R, or 
else y ~ R but y '  9 R. We may assume without loss of generality that y 9 R but y '  6 R. 
Let Pk(Y) = v, y =- vu a , y '  = vu2 and x' = u. Then the result follows. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. (10101 • 1001)* is l-parable and (00 U 000)* is 2-parsable. 
Notation. Let R be a code event. ForanyweR,  le tw=Rx- -yorw =x- -y ,  
when the reference to R is understood, mean that w xy and x, y c R. w = x y z 
means w - -  xyz  and x, y, z E R. 
McNaughton and Papert gave the following three theorems [1]. 
THEOREM [1]-1. For every w e 2% i f  w = v~ fo r  k >~ 2, then w* 6 NC;  i f  w # v J` , 
for  any v and k ~ 2, then w* 6LT .  
THEOREM [1]-2. I f  an unambiguous code event (w 1 u "" k) w , ) *  is k-parsable, then 
it is (2/) + 2k - -  l)-testable, wherep = max{] w i [). 
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THEOREM [1]-3. l f  a locally testable code event  (W 1 U "'" U Wn)* satisfies one of the 
following, then it is locally parsable. 
(1) For a l l i  @j ,  1 <.. i , j  <~ n, w i i snotapre f ixo fw j .  
(2) For all i -/: j ,  1 <~ i, j ~ n, w i is not a su~x of wj . 
In the rest of this section, we obtain generalizations over these theorems, which give 
an answer to QI,  Q2, Q3 in Section 1. 
First some properties of code events are presented. 
The following proposition is in part credited to Brzozowski [5]. 
An event R is a code event iff R = R* and the event R -- (R --  A) a 
and R- - (R - -A)  2 = 
and R- - (R - -A)  2 = 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
is finite. 
Pro@ I f  R = (w lu ' "Wwn)* ,  then R = R* 
(h U wl U "-' U wn). Conversely, assume R - -  R* 
(k U w 1 U ' "  ~ w~). Let R' = (w 1 U "" U w,,)*. Then 
R =R*D_(w 1U. . .Uwn)*  =R' .  
Let w e R. I f  w = A, then w ~R' .  I f  w r A, let H(w) = max{li [ w = witwi2 "" wi~,  
wij e R - -  A, 1 ~ j ~< li}. One can easily prove that w ~ R' by induction on H(w). 
Proposition 3.1 provides an algorithm for determining whether an arbitrary regular 
event is a code event or not. 
The following proposition is also given in [6]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. An event (w 1 U "." U Wn)* is unambiguous iff for all x, y, z ~ Z*, 
x, xy, yz,  z ~ R implies y E R. 
Pro@ Assume there exist x, y, z ~ 27* such that x, xy, yz,  z ~ R and y ~ R. Then 
the word xyz  can be parsed in two incompatible ways: xy -- z and x -- yz.  Conversely, 
assume R is ambiguous. Then there exists w - xyz such that w can be parsed in two 
ways:w =xy- -zandw =x- -yz ,  wherexy ~ x- -y .  Thenx ,  xy, yz, zERand 
y~R. 
Proposition 3.2 provides the following algorithm for testing ambiguity of a code 
event. Let R = (w I u -" u Wn)*. Then R is unambiguous iff R\R  n R /R  n R = ;g, 
where R\R  = {w [ vw ~ R for some v ~R} and R/R  = {w I wv c R for some v ER}. 
Note that if R is accepted by an automaton A = (27, Q, 8, S, F ) ,  then R\R  is accepted 
by the automaton A '  = (27, Q, 8, F, F ) .  Thus RIR is regular. By symmetry, R/R  is 
regular also. Thus from R one can effectively obtain a finite automaton for 
R1R n R /R  n/? ,  and test for emptiness. 
An algorithm for testing ambiguity of a code event is also given in [7]. 
Now we shall obtain conditions for a code event to be noncounting. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A regular event R has a general cyclic word iff there exist x ~ X*, 
l >/0 ,  and m ~ 2 such that for all i >/ l ,  x i ~R iff i~  0 (mod m). Furthermore if 
1 = 0, then R has a cyclic word. x is called a (general) cyclic word of R. 
Remark. Let #Q be the number of states in the reduced automaton accepting R. 
Then in Definition 3.2, l can be replaced by #Q.  
DEFINITION 3.3. A regular event R has a pseudocyclic word iff there exist x E 27* 
and m ~ 2 such that x 6 R and x m E R. x is called a pseudocyclic word of R. 
We need the following version of the theorem due to Schiitzenberger [3] and 
McNaughton and Papert [1] on syntactic semigroups of noncounting events. 
THEOREM 3.1. A regular event R is not noneounting iff there exist x, y, z E Z* and 
m ~ 2 such that x(ym)*z C R and x(ym)*yz ~ R = ~.  
Proof. Necessity. Assume R 6 NC. Let A = (27, Q, 8, S 1 ,F )  be the reduced 
automaton accepting R. There exist y~Z*  and m ~ 2 states, qo, ql ,..., qm-1 such 
that for 0 ~ i % m, 8(%, yi) = q,,  and 8(q0, ym) = qo (see [1]). Let R i be the event 
accepted by the automaton -//i = (Z', Q, 8, qi ,F}.  Considering the sequence 
(R0, R 1 ,..., R,,_I , R0) , one can see that there exist qio, qq ~ Q (0 ~ i o , i 1 < m) such 
that ~(qio , y )= qi t and R io -  Rq ~ Z.  Let z ~ R io -  Rix. Let 8(S1, x )= qi 0 . 
Then for all i ~ O, 8(S 1 , xy~iz) E F and ~(SI,  xy'ni+lz) 6 F. Hence x(y~)*z  C_ R and 
x(ym)*yz n R = ~.  
Sufficiency. Assume x(y~)*zC_R and x(ym)*yz C~R = ~.  For all k >~ 0, 
x(ym)~+lz = xy~k+~-l~ . yk . z ~ R and xy ~k+m-k 9y~+l . z ~ R. Hence R 6 NC. 
Now code event versions of Theorem 3.1 are given. 
THEOREM 3.2. A code event R is noncounting iff R has no general cyclic word. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious from Theorem 3.1. 
Sufficiency. Assume R ~ NC.  From Theorem 3.1, there exist x,y ,  z ~X*  and 
m/> 2 such that x(y~)*zC_R and x(ym)*yzn  R = ~.  For sufficiently large 
k, consider the word w = xykmz in R. There exists a decomposition of w, 
w = xy~oy o --  yly~tyo --  yly'~zz such that y = YoYl 9 Let v = YlYo and p = 
m(m 1+ 1). Then v ~x+l =ytym~yo~R and p>/2 .  Thus v ~ i~R for all i />0 .  
Assume v ~*+~ R for some i ~ 0. Then v (~*+1)r ~ R. Thus 
xy~~176 ~ R. 
But now m o q- (pi  + 1)(m I + 2) + mz + 1 ~ 1 (mod m), which is a contradiction. 
Hence (v~)*v (~ R = ~.  Let A = (Z',Q, 8, S t ,F}  be the reduced automaton 
accepting R. There exist t >~ 0 and l ~ 1 such that 8(S~, v ~t) = 8($1, v~(t+t)). Let 
R t = {w I v~tw ~ R} and Rt+ ~ = {w ] vP(t+l}w ~ R}. Note that Rt = (w [ v'"+t)w ~ R}. 
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If w ~Rt ,  then vP(tJ-1)w = V ~ " VPtW E R. Conversely, if w ~ Rt+l, then vp(t+Z)w = 
v~(t-llv~(t+l)w ~ R. Thus  Rt = Rt+i. Hence ~($1, v pIt+l)) = 8(S 1 , v pt) (~F). Let  
q~ = 8(S l ,V  pt+j) for 0 ~ j  ~ p. Let  r = min{j  ~ 1 [ qj ~F  or j = p}. Since 
$($1, v ~t+l) 6 F, r ~ 2. We claim that for all i ~ pt, v i ~ R iff i ~ 0 (mod r). To  see 
this, let p ~-- por + r~ (0 ~ r~ < r). Since v ~ e R and (pt + r)(Po + 1) 
por + r -=- r --  r~ (mod p), ~($1, v (~*+r)(~'o+l)) = qr-% ~ F. Thus  r~ - -  0. Let  qj E F and 
j =jo r + r~ (r < j  < p, 0 ~ rj ~ r). Since v p*~ ~+(~t~,)(~0-J0) e R and pt + j  + (pt + r) 
(Po--Jo) ==-r~ (modp) ,  rj = 0 by a similar argument. Conversely, let r ~ j  ~p 
and j -= jo r for J0 ~ 0. Then  qj = 8($1, v (~*+~)~o) eF.  This  completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. (0 a ~3 06) * is not noncounting, since v = 0, with l = 4 and m = 2, 
satisfies the condit ion for a general cyclic word. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The  following events have no general cyclic word, although they are 
not noncounting: 
(00)* u (000)*, (1 ~3 00)*(000)*, 1(00)*. 
The following two corollaries present conditions for an unambiguous code event to 
be noncounting. 
COROLLARY 3.1. An unambiguous code event R is noncounting iff R has no cyclic 
word. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious from Theorem 3.1. 
Sufficiency. Assume R 6 NC.  From Theorem 3.2, there exist x ~ Z*, l ~ 0, and 
m~2suchthat  for a l l i~ l ,x  *~Ri f f i~0(modm) .  Le tx  i~Rforsomei~O.  
Since x ~*+i ~ R, ml + i ~ 0 (mod m). Thus  i == 0 (rood m). Conversely, let i = km 
for some k ~ 0. I f  k = 0, then x ~'~ = A~ R. I f  k ~ 1, then x (~+~)~ - -  x ~ 9 x ~ = 
x ~m - x *'~ ~ R and x tm ~ R. F rom Proposit ion 3.2, x ~ x~"~ R. 
COROLLARY 3.2. An unambiguous code event R is noncounting iff R has no pseudo- 
cyclic word. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious from Theorem 3.2. 
Necessity. Assume R e NC and R has a pseudocyclic word. Then  there exist 
x~* ,  m >/2 ,  and k /> 0 such that x6R,  x ' *~R and for all v~,v2 ,v  z~Z* ,  
VlV2kv3 ~ R iff v~v~+~va ~ R. Since x ~ ~ R, x ~ . . . .  x k(m-1) 9 x z' e R. Thus x ~+~ = 
x ~(*~-~) - x ~+~ e R. But x ~m+~ = x 9 x ~m =- x ~'m - x. F rom Proposition 3.2, x e R, which 
is a contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let  R~ = (010U 101)*, Re = (01 ~ 10W l l ) * ,  and R 3 = 
(01 k3 10)*. These are all unambiguous. Moreover,  01 6 R~, (01)a ~ R1,01011 6 R2,  
(01011) ~ ~ R 2 , and Ra has no pseudocyclic word. Thus  R~, R e r NC and R a e NC.  
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Remark. There exist ambiguous code events which are noncounting but have 
a pseudocyclic word: (00 u 000)*. 
Note that in Examples 3.2 and 3.4, m ~ max{[ w~ [}. We assert without proof that 
this inequality holds for any code event R and any shortest (general, or pseudo-) 
cyclic word of R. 
Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.1, or Corollary 3.2 does not seem to provide a new 
algorithm for determining whether an arbitrary code event is noncounting or not, 
although they may be regarded as a generalization of the first part of Theorem [1]-1. 
Next we obtain conditions for a code event to be locally parsable, which turn out 
to be equivalent to those for strictly local testability. 
THEOREM 3.3. An event R = (w 1 ~ "" t3 w~)* is not locally parsable i f f  there exist 
x, y ~ 27* such that xy, yx  ~ R and x (yx)*  ~ R = ;~. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Assume R is k-parsable and there exist x, y ~ Z'* such that 
xy, yxeR and x(yx)*~R = ~.  Consider w = v lv  2 and w'~-v l "v2 '  , where 
v 1 = x (yx)  '~, v~ =: (yx)ky,  and v 1' = v2' = (yx)  ~. Then w, w' e R,  Re(%) = Rk(vl ' ) ,  
La(v2) = L~(v~'), and v~', vz' e R. But va q~ R, which is a contradiction. 
Necessity. Assume R is not locally parsable. Let k = 2p~n2r +p,  where 
p = max{[ wi [}, r = #Q and A = (2:, Q, 3, S 1 ,F )  is the reduced automaton accepting 
R. From Lemma 3.1, there exist v l ,  v2 6 R and v E 27" such that either v = Lk(vl)  = 
L~(v2) or v = R~(vt) = Rk(v2) and v can be decomposed in two ways according to the 
parsings of v 1 and v 2 . Assume v ~- Lk(vl)  = Lk(v2). (In case v = Rk(va) = Rk(v2) , the 
result follows in a similar way.) Let two decompositions of v according to the parsings 
of va and v 2 be as follows: v = wiwi2  ' "w i f i x  (Decomposition A), and v = 
yowjWj~ "'" wj~z2 (Decomposition B), where Yo e {w ] wi = xw for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
and some x ~ I~},  z t ,  z.~ ~ {wi = wx for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, and some x ~ 27+} and for 
each 0 ~ 1~ ~ t, yow~ "'" w~ ~ R.  
Construct he sequence, W, of triples (w i ,  l, wju), where 1 ~ u ~ s, 1 ~ # ~ t 
and 0 ~ l <: p, according to Decompositions A and B as follows: (1) W begins with 
the triple (wi~ , 1, wj~) such that v = min{m [ I WilWi 2 "'" wl,. I ~ l Yo 1} and 
or l = ]Yo] if v = 1. (2) The triple (w i , , l ' ,w j , )  immediately after the triple 
(wiv , l, wife) is the one such that 
/~' = min{m q- 1 ] [ wqwi~""  wiv I < [yoWj~ "'" wj,~ ]}, 
, '  ~- min{m l I wilwi~ "'" wi,, I > ] YoWJl "'" wJ,._l [}, 
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and 
I' = [ yow;, "" wa,, ~ [ - -  [ w~,wi "" wi,, , I. 
We note that the two parsings of v do not have a common parsing mark. (For  
otherwise, yowq "" w~, ~ R for some /, ~ t.) For  each triple (wi, ,  l, wq) in W, the 
left boundary of w~, is between the left and right boundaries of wi, ,  and I is a positive 
integer. Furthermore,  if (wi , l", w~ ) follows (w i ,  l, w~ ) in W, then 
the left boundaries of both wi .  and wj .  are to the right of the right boundaries of both 
wi~ and w; .  
Construct ~r as long as possible. I t  is not difficult to see that at least one triple 
(w i ,  l, w~,) appears more than r t imes in W. Thus  v can be decomposed in the following 
two ways: 
V = WoWivVlWivV2 "'" WivVrWivVr+ 1 
and 
V ~ V 0 WjuV 1 Wy~,V 2 " '"  WdtzV r WytzVf+ 1 , 
where v 0 c R, v0', Vo' W~u (~ R and for each 1 ~ m <~ r, v .... vm' ~ R, Vo'Wj V 1 . . . .  w~ vm', 
t ! ! Vo'W~ V x . . . .  v~,/wj, r R, and 1 : Iv  0w~v 1 "'" wive,  I --  [ vowi,vl "'" wi v~ [ = 
] v 0' ] - -  [ v 0 ]. Let  qm : 8($1, vowiyl  "'" wiv~,~) for 0 ~< m ~ r. Then  qm ~F. Since 
r : ~Q,  there exist m 0 and m 1 such that 0 ~ m 0 < ml ~ r and q,% : q~ . Let  
w = VoW~V~Wi~ " Vr%, vo' : VoX, w~, : xx' and y : x'V%+lW~, "'" w~v.~ 1 . Then  
w ~ R, xy w~ vm0+l -"  wive, 1 ~ R, yx  : w~v '+ 1 "" w~v'~ ~ R and 3(Sa, w(xy)*x) : 
{3(S~, wx)}. Since wx ~ R and w ~ R, x(yx)*  n R = ~.  This  completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.3. I f  an event R = (w 1 u .'. U w~)* is locally parsable, then R is 
k-parsable, where k = 2p~n~r + p, p = max{] wi ]}, and r is the number of states in the 
reduced automaton accepting R. 
COROLLARY 3.4. An event R = (w 1 W "" U w~)* is locally parsable iff the event 
R~ n od~ n R is finite, where ~ = {w I w, = wv for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, and v ~ 27+}. 
Proof. Assume R is not locally parsable. F rom the proof  of Theorem 3.3, one can 
see that there exist x, y E 27+ such that xy, yx  ~ R, x(yx)*  n R = ~ and x ~ ~. Then  
x(yx)* C Ro~ n ~R n R. Thus  Re~ n c~R n _~ is infinite. Conversely, assume 
Re~ ~ ~R n R is infinite. Then  there exist v, z I , Y0 E 2J* such that [ v [ >/2p~n~r + p, 
v r R, z 1 , Y0 ~ ~, and v = wz 1 = yow' for some w, w' ~ R, where p, n, and r are as in 
the proof  of Theorem 3.3. Since v r R, v can be decomposed in two ways according to 
the parsings of w 9 z 1 and Y0 ' w'. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, one can see that there 
exist x, y ~ S*  such that xy, yx  ~ R and x(yx)* n R = ;~. F rom Theorem 3.3, R is not 
locally parsable. 
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THEOREM 3.4. A code event R is strictly locally testable iff  R is locally parsable. 
Proof. I t  will suffice to prove the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  an event R : (w I U "- W w,)* is k-parsable, then R is strictly 
(2k + p)-testable, where p -~ max{l w~ l}- 
Proof. Let m - -  2k + p. We shall prove that for all w of length ~m,  w E R iff 
T,,~(w) E V,~(R). Let w be any word of length >/m. I f  w E R, then T,,(w) E V~,~(R) by 
definition. Conversely assume Tin(w) E V,,~(R). Let 1 w [/> m + 2. (In case I w ] ----- m 
or m -}- 1, the proof is similar.) Decompose w as follows: w -~ xaaa2z =- bax'a2z = w'a~, 
where ix ]  ~ I x ' ]  ~m and a l ,a~,a3 ,b  1eL' .  We shall try to parse w with 
(w a ,..., w,,} from the left. x -~ L,,,(v) for some v E R. Let v : xv 1 . There exists a 
decomposition of x, x ~ x0x I , according to the parsing of v such that x o , x lv  1 E R, 
k < Ix0i ~k+P and k ~ Ix 1[ <k+p.  Let x o -~b lz  o. X'EIm(V')  for some 
v' a R. Let v' --= Vo'X'Vl'. Consider a decomposition of v', v' -~ Vo'ZoXlalvl'. Note that 
ZoXla 1 : -  x'. Since v', Xo, x lv  1 E R, Rk(vo'Zo) ~ Rk(xo) , Lk(xlaavl' ) ~- Lk(XlVl) , and R 
is k-parsable, it follows that x la lv l 'E  R. Thus xoxlalv 1' = b lx 'v l 'E  R. Thus there 
exists a decomposition of blX', blx' ~- xo' x 1' such that xo' , xa' v l' E R, k + 1 < [ x o' t 
k + p + 1, and k ~ [ x 1' j < k + p. Proceeding in this fashion, one eventually ends 
up with a decomposition of w', w' -~ Wo'W 1' such that Wo' , wa'z' E R for some z E 27* 
and k ~ [w 1'[ -<k+p.  Let y =Rm(w) .  y -~R,~(v" )  for some v"ER.  Let 
! t tv t t  
v . . . . . . .  w 1 z e R, Rk(wo'), Lk(w 1 as) -~ v0y 'U0Z0W 1 a a . Since v , w 0 , = = R lc (VoZo)  = , 
Lk(Wl'Z'), and R is k-parsable, it follows that w~'a 3E R. Hence w = w(w(a  z ~ R. 
LElVIMA 3.3. I f  en event R -~- (w 1 k) -.. k) wn)* is strictly testable, then R is locally 
parsable. 
Proof. Assume R is strictly m-testable and not locally parsable. From Theorem 3.3, 
there exist x, y ~ 2* such that xy, yx  E R and x(yx)*  ~ R ~ ~.  Consider x(yx)  m. 
Since (xy)", (yx)% (xy) ''+~ ~. R, L , , (x(yx)  m) = L,,,((xy)~'), Im(x(yx) "~) C_ I,,((xy),"+l), 
and R,,,(x(yx) m) = Rm((yx)~'), it follows that x(yx)  TM E R, which is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Note that Lemma 3.2 provides a stronger version of Theorem [1]-2. 
We next present a theorem on unambiguous, locally testable code events, which 
gives an affirmative answer to Question 3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be an unambiguous code event. The following are equivalent. 
(1) R is locally testable. 
(2) R is strictly locally testable. 
(3) R is locally parsable. 1
1 The equivalence of (2) and (3) is also proved by Restivo [I I]. 
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Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is obvious from Theorem 3.4. (2) ~ (1) is 
obvious by definition. Thus it will suffice to prove (1) :> (3). Assume R is k-testable 
and not locally parsable. From Theorem 3.3, there exist x, y ~ X* such that xy, yx  E R 
and x(yx)*  t~ R = ~.  Let v 1 = (xy)k(yx)k(xy) k, V 2 = (xy)k(yx)~(xy)~x(xy) k, and 
v 3 - - (xy) ' :x(xy)~(yx)~(xy)L Since T~(V l )= T/c(v2)~---T~(va) , v leR  , and R is 
k-testable, v2, v 3 E R. Moreover, since (xy)k(yx) k, (yx)k(xy) k E R, it follows that 
(xy)kx(xy) T~ = x(yx)k (xy)ke  R from Proposition 3.2. Now let v~ = (yx)k(xy)k(yx)  ~,
V 5 = (yxy"(xyyr k, and v 6 ~- (yx)kx(yx)k(xy)k(yx)  k. Considering v4, vs, 
and %,  one can see that (yx)~x(yx)  k = (yx)~(xy)~x ~ R, by the same argument as 
above. Moreover, since (yx)~(xy)~e R, it follows that x e R, from Proposition 3.2. 
This is a contradiction. 
Remark. There exist ambiguous code events which are locally testable, but not 
strictly locally testable: Let 
R=( IO  u O1 u OOw 11 w 000 u 111 u 001 u 110 u 011 u 100)*. 
Then _R = 0(10)* ~3 1(01)* and 7"2(/2) ---- {(01, r 10>, <10, r 01>, <01, 10 U 01, I0>, 
(10, 01 w 10, 01>}. One can see that for all w e 27" of length >~2, w r Ri f t  T2(w) e T2(R ). 
Thus R is 2-testable and so is R. Let x ---- 1 and y = 0. Then xy, yxER and 
x(yx)*n  R = ~.  From Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, R is neither locally parsable, nor 
strictly locally testable. 
We utilize the following theorem which was proved by McNaughton, Zalestein, 
Brzozowski, and Simon, to obtain conditions for ambiguous code events to be locally 
testable. 
THEOREM. R C_ X+ is locally testable iff  for  all idempotent e ~ S, eSe is a commutative 
semigroup in which ever), element is idempotent, where S is the semigroup of transformations 
on the states of the reduced automaton accepting R induced by the words of Z+ and an 
element e ~ S is idempotent iff  e 2 = e. 
Remark. It is well known that S is isomorphic to the quotient of 2;+ modulo the 
equivalence relation ~ defined by w 1 ~ w2 iff for all v, w ~ Z*,  vwlw ~ R iff vw2w ~ R 
(see [1, 2]). For w E L'+, let [w] denote the equivalence class of w modulo ~.  Now let 
e be a word such that [el 2 = [e] in S. One can easily see that for all x, y E ~,*, xee*y C_ R 
iff xey E R, and xee*y n R = ~ iff xey ~ R. 
THEOREM 3.6. A code event R is not locally testable iff  there exist x, y,  z ~ X* and 
v, w ~ R such that one of the following holds. 
(1) xy, yx~R and (xy)*vy(xy)*v(yx)*  n R k_ ~.  
In the following, assume xyz,  yzx ,  zxy  ~ R. 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Proof. 
(xyz )*v (yzx)*yzvy(zxy)*  C_ R and  (xyz )*vy(zxy)*  ~ R = ;v. 
(xyz )*v (zxy)*zvzx(yzx)*  C R and  (xyz )*vzx(yzx)*  ~ R = ~.  
(xyz )*xv(zxy)*zw(yzx)*y  ~ R = ~.  
(xyz)*xyv(yzx)*yzw(zxy)*zx ~ R = ~.  
Sufficiency. I t  is easy to see that in each case where one of the five conditions 
holds, there exist w, w'e  Z*  such that Tk(w)  z Tk(w'), w E R, and w '~ R for each 
k >~ 1. (For example, in case (1), let w ~ (xy)~v(yx)  k and w' = (xy)~vy(xy)7~v(yx)L)  
Necessity. Assume R is not locally testable. From the McNaughton-Zalcste in  
theorem and the remark above, one can see that there exist v 1 , e, v', w', v 2 E Z* such 
that one of the following holds. 
(a) v lee*v 'ee*v  ~C_ R and v lee*v 'ee*v 'ee*v  2 n R z ;g. 
(b) v lee*v 'ee*v  2 n R = N and v lee*v 'ee*v 'ee*v  ~ C_ R.  
(c) v lee*v 'ee*w'ee*v  2 C R and v lee*w'ee*v 'ee*v  ~ ~ R ~ ;g. 
We shall prove (e) impl ies (4) or (5). (It can be verified in a similar way that (a) 
implies (1), and (b) implies (2) or (3).) 
Assume (c). For sufficiently large k, consider w o ~ vlekv'eT~w'ekv2 (~ R).  It  is not 
difficult to see that there exists a decomposition of
Wo , Wo -= vle~Oell - -  (e12e11) kl - -  e12el%v'et%e 1 _ (e22e21) k4--  ee2eeSw'eTC6e31 
- -  (e32eal) ~' - -  e32elCSv2 
such that e .... ellel2 = e,,le~2 : ez lez2 .  Let m = k lk4kT,  
W .... (e12e11) m e12eZ:2v'e~3e21, and v - -  (e22e~l) ~n e~jCSw'ek"ezx. 
Then (e i2e11)  m, (ez2e21) ~', (eazezl)% v, w ~ R.  Since e i le12  ~ e21e2~ = ezl e32 , there exist 
x, y, z ~ Z'* such that one of the following holds. 
(cl) (e12eja) "n = xyz ,  (e22e21) ~ : yzx ,  and (ez2eal) m : zxy ,  
(r (e,~e~)m = ~y~, (e~e~,)~ = ~.y ,  and (e.~e~) m = y~x.  
Assume (cl). It  is not difficult to see 
(xyz)* x~(zxy)* z~(yz~)* y 
- -  (xyz )*  x(e2~eel) me2ee~w'e~"ezl(zxy) * z(el~e~l) m e~ze~v'e~ae~l(yzx)* y 
~ el2ee*go~ee*7)~ee*e31 , 
From (c), e12ee*w'ee*v'ee*ea~ (~ R = ~.  Thus  (xyz )*xv(zxy)*zw(yzx)~y ~ R = ~.  
In  case (c2), it follows in a similar way that (xyz )*xyv(yzx)*yzw(zxy)*zx  (3 R = ;g. 
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Remark. Each condition in the above theorem implies the existence of x' and y '  
such that x'y', y'x' E R and x'(y'x')* ~ R = ~. 
4. HOMOMORPHISMS WHICH PRESERVE NC, LT,  AND SLT,  RESPECTIVELY 
Throughout his section, let f be a homomorphism from the set of words over an 
alphabet 2] 1 to the set of words over another alphabet 2:2 , Extend f to the class of 
events over $1 as follows. For any event R _C r l * ,  f (R )  = {w I w =f (v )  for some 
veR}.  
DEFINITION 4.1. A homomorphism f preserves NC, LT,  and SLT  iff f satisfies 
the following conditions (1), (2), and (3), respectively. 
(1) For all R C 271" , R 9 NC i f f f (R) e NC. 
(2) For all R _C ZI*, R 9 LT  i f f f (R) e LT.  
(3) For all R _C Et*, R 9 SLT  i f f f (R) 9 SLT.  
PROPOSITION 4.1. For all R C 21" , an injective homomorphism f satisfies the following. 
(l) I fRCNC,  thenf (R) r  
(2) I f  R ~ LT,  then f (R)  ~ LT.  
(3) l f  R r SLT,  thenf(R) ~ SLT.  
Proof. (1) and (2) are presented in [1], so only (3) will be proved. Assumef(R)  is 
strictly k-testable. Let m = k + 2. We shall prove for all w 9 2:1" of length )m,  
w 9 R iff T~(w) ~ K,,(R). Let w E ZI* of length )m.  I f  w 9 R, then, by definition, 
T,~(w) c Vm(R). Conversely, assume T,,(w) 9 V,~,(R). Then L~(w) = L,,~(yo) and 
R,,~(w) ~ R,,(yl) for some Yo, Yl 9 R. Consider f(w). Note that f being injective and 
f(A) - -A  imply that f is length nondecreasing, i.e., If(w)] ~[w I, for all w ~L'l*. 
YhenL,,(f(w)) --Le(.f(yo)   9  Rk(f(w)) = Rk(f(yx)) 9 R~(f(R)), 
Ik(f(Lk+i(w))a) W Ik(af(Re+t(w))) C_L~(f(Yo)) W I~(f(ya) ) C_ I~(f(R)), 
where a 9 Z 2 . Let [30 = {x ] x e Itc(y) for some y 9 af(Ik(w))a }. It  is easy to see that 
[30 C I~(f(R)). Thus I~(f(w)) ~- I~(f(L~,+~(w))a) kJ [30 u Ie(af(R~+l(W)) ) C I~(f(R)). 
Thus f (w) ~f(R).  Hence w e R. 
Remark. From the proof of Proposition 4.1 and the isomorphism f such that 
271 = Zo and for all a 9 Z 1 , f(a) = a, one can see that if R _C 27* is strictly k-testable, 
then it is strictly (k +/) - testable for all i ~ 2. Note that the lower bound of i is 
critical. There exist strictly k-testable events which are not (k + 0-testable: Let 
R = 0 k u @:+1. Obviously R is strictly k-testable. But R is not (k + l)-testable since 
T~+I(0 'c~1) == T,,_~(0 '~+2) = (0 k+l, r 0k+l), 0 k+l e R, and 0 ~+2 r R. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. An injective homomorphism fpreserves NC ~fff(2,'t* ) e NC. 
Proof. Necessity. Obvious from 27i* e NC. 
Sufficiency. Assume f(271")E NC. From Proposition 4.1, it will suffice to prove 
that R 9 NC impliesf(R) ~ NC for all R _C 27~*. It is well known that an event R _C 27* 
is noncounting iff R belongs to the smallest class of events containing a~, a~ e 27, 
and A and closed under concatenation and the Boolean operations (see [1]). Using this 
fact, the proposition is proved by induction on the number k of operators (u,  - - ,  .) 
contained in R. I f  R ~ ai or A, where ai ~ 27i, then obviouslyf(R) ~ NC. Assume the 
assertion holds for all noncounting R with at most k operators. Now let R have k + 1 
operators. We have the following cases. 
(l) R = R i k.) R2, f (R )  : f (R1)  wf(R2)  , 
(2) R : R~R2, f (R )  : f (R1) f (R2) ,  
(3) R = R1, f (R )  ~- f(271") - - f (R~).  
In every case it is easy to see that f (R)  ~ NC. 
THEOREM 4.1. An injective homomorphisra fpreserves SLT  l f f f (S l *  ) 6 SLT.  
Proof. Necessity. Obvious from 27i* e SLT.  
Sufficiency. Assume f(27i* ) e SLT. From Theorem 3.4, f(L'x* ) is k-parsable for 
some k ~.~ 1. From Proposition 4.1, it will suffice to prove R ~ SLT  impliesf(R) E SLT  
for all R_C~i*. Assume R is strictly /-testable. Let m = 2k + lp, where 
p = max{[ w i ]i wi ef(271)}- 
We shall prove that for all w e 272* of length >~m, w e f (R)  iff T,~(w) E Vm(f(R)).  
Let w be any word in 22* of length ~>m. I f  w ef (R) ,  then Tin(w) e V, , ( f (R))  by 
definition. Conversely, assume T,,(w) e Vm(f(R)).  One can verify that w = f (v )  for 
some v e 27i* by the argument similar to the one for Lemma 3.2. I f  will suffice to show 
v e R. Let v -- L~(v)v o . Lm(w) = L,~(y) for some y  9  Let y = f (Lz(v) )y  o . Since 
f(Lz(v)), f(vo) cf(271" ), Lk(yo) ~ Lk(f(vo)), and f(271" ) is k-parsable, it follows that 
Y0 ~f(271"). Thus L~(v) 9 Similarly, R~(v) ~ R~(R). Now let x e It(v ) and 
v = voxv i . We have three cases: 
(1) [.f(vo)l, [f(vi)l > k. There exist y'  ~f (R) ,  z0, z0' , z i ,  z i '  e272" such that 
zof (x )z  i eI,,,(y'), w = zo'zof(X)Z~Zi', and ] z 0 [, [ z~ ] /> k. Let y '  = yo'zof(x)zlYl ' .  
Since Rk(yo'%) : Rk(zo'zo), L~(f(x)z~yi ' )  = Lk( f (x)z~z() ,  and f (Zt*)  is k-parsable, 
it follows that yo'z o e f(27i* ). Similarly, zxy 1" ef(27i* ). 
Thus x e l l(R). 
(2) [f(vo) ] ~ k. Then [f(VoX)] ~ k-4- Ip. Recall that L,,,(w) =L~(y)  for 
y e f (R ) .  Let y = f(VoX)y 2 . Then Lk(y2) = Lk( f (v l )  ). Thus Y2 e f(27 l*) by the similar 
reasoning as for the above. 
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Thus x e Ix(R). 
(3) f(vx) ~ k. The argument is the same as in case (2). From these observations 
it follows that v e R. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. I f  an injective homomorphism f preserves SLT,  then f preserves LT.  
Proof. Assume f preserves SLT.  From Proposition 4.1, it will suffice to prove 
R ~ LT  implies f(R) ~ LT  for all R __. 271". Note that LT  is the Boolean closure of 
SLT, f (R  x w Ra) =f(Rt )  uf(Rz),  and f (R)  ----f(Zl* ) - - f (R).  Moreover, by 
assumption, f(Zl* ) ~ SLT.  The proof can easily be done by induction on the number 
of Boolean operators. 
COROLLARY 4.1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Proof. 
The following are equivalent for an injective homomorphism f. 
f (Xl* ) is locally testable. 
f(Xl* ) is strictly locally testable. 
f (Xl* ) is locally parsable. 
f preserves LT.  
f preserves SLT.  
The equivalence of (1), (2), and (3) is the content of Theorem 3.5. (4) ~ (1) 
is obvious, since ZI* ~ LT.  From Theorem 4.1, (2) ~ (5). From Proposition 4.3, 
(5) ~ (4). Hence (4) ~ (1) ~ (2) ~ (5) ~ (4). 
Finally, we shall obtain conditions for a homomorphismf  to preserve NC, LT,  and 
SLT, respectively. Let us say that a homomorphismf is nontrivial if f (a) :# h for some 
a ~ Z1. In the rest of the paper, we consider only nontrivial homomorphisms, which 
may cause no loss of generality. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A homomorphism f preserves weakly NC, LT,  and SLT  iff f 
satisfies, respectively, the following. 
(1) For all R C ZI* , R e NC implies f (R)  ~ NC. 
(2) For all R __C 2:1" R ~ LT  implies f(R) E LT.  
(3) For all R C 2;1" , R e SLT  impliesf(R) ~ SLT. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ira nontrivial homomorphism f preserves weakly NC, LT,  or SLT,  then 
it is injective. 
Proof. Assume f is not injective and f preserves weakly NC, LT,  or SLT.  Let 
p • min{1 w 1 [ w ~ ZI* and f(w) ~ f(w') for some w' ~ 27t* --  {w}}. We have two 
cases: 
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(1) p = 0. Then f (a)  -- A for some a e 2J 1 . Since f is nontrivial, there exists 
b e X 1 such thatf(b) % A. Let R = (ab2a) *. Then R is 1-parsable. From Theorem 3.4, 
R E SLT.  But f (R )  = ((f(b))~)* 6 NC from Theorem 3.1, which is a contradiction. 
(2) p /> 1. Let w, w' e271+ be words such that [ w t ~ P, w 4= w' and f (w)  = 
f(w').  Let R -- (ww')* .  Then f (R )= ((f(w))2) *. From Theorem 3.1, f (R )6  NC. 
Thus it will suffice to show that R ~ SLT. Assume R ~ SLT. From Theorems 3.5 and 
[1]-1, R ~ NC and there exist v E 271 + and k /> 2 such that ww' = v ~. Let w = velvo 
and w' = vlvl% where v = roy 1 and k = k 1 + ks + 1. Since for all a e Z'I, f(a) 4 2 A, 
w 42 w', and f (w)  -= f(w') ,  there exist no x, y ~ 271" such that either w ~ xw'y or 
else w '~ xwy. Thus k l , k  2/> 1, for otherwise ww'= v. And vov 1 42 vlvo, for 
otherwise w' = vl(vovl) k2 = (vlvo)7"~vl = (VoVl)k~vl -~ wy' for some y'  E Xl* , since 
l w'f >~ I wl. Furthermore 
f (w)  = f((VoVl) ~1 Vo) = f(VoVl) f ( (%Vl)  k r l  Vo) = f (w ' )  = f (v l (vov l )  k') 
= f(VlVo) f((VlVO) k~-I Vl). 
Since I f(v0vl) I -- F f(vlVo)], it follows that f(VoVl) = f(VlVo) , which is a contradiction 
to I v0vl I < I wr. 
THEOaEM 4.2. The following are equivalent for a nontrivial homomorphism f and 
C E {NC, LT,  SLT}. 
(1) f preserves C. 
(2) f preserves weakly C. 
(3) f is injective and f(271* ) E C. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2) is obvious. (2 )~ (3) follows from Lemma 4.1 and X I *e  C. 
(3) ~ (1) follows from Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.1. 
Note that Proposition 3.2 provides the following algorithm for checking injec- 
tivity of homomorphisms. A homomorphism f is injeetive iff for all a ~ 271, 
f (a)  if (f(271 -- {a}))* and R\R n R/R t3/~ = ~,  where R =f (X I *  ). 
This algorithm and Theorem 4.2 provide algorithms for deciding whether a 
homomorphism preserves NC, LT, and SLT, respectively. 
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